
 

 

 
 

 

  
Indian benchmark indices end in red; IT stocks remain under pressure.. 

 
1) Indian benchmark indices ended in red. The Sensex had made an intraday low of 56,412.62 but recovered losses in 

the later part of the day. There are headwinds like war intensification between Russia and Ukraine, rising crude oil 
prices, increasing COVID-19 cases in China and lockdown in various parts of China to curb its spread, concerns over 
high inflation across the globe, hawkish stance of global central banks and rising bond yields globally. 
 

2) The Sensex  was down by 84.88 points or 0.15 percent to end at levels of 56,975.99  On the other hand, the Nifty 
was down by 33.45 points or 0.20  percent to end at levels of 17,069.10.  Among the Sensex 30 stocks, IndusInd 
Bank, NTPC, Tata Steel, Power Grid, HDFC, ITC, HDFC Bank were up in the range of 1.33 percent to 4.17 percent. 
On the other hand, Titan, Wipro, Tech Mahindra, Infosys, Asian Paints, Maruti, State Bank of India, HCL Technolo-
gies were down in the range of 1.05 percent to 2.95 percent. 
 

3) The broader markets too were under pressure today. The BSE Midcap index was down by 0.47  per cent and the 
BSE Smallcap index was down by 0.87 percent respectively. 
 

4) In terms of sectoral performance, the Nifty Metal index was up by 0.57 percent and Nifty Private Bank index was up 
by 0.48 per cent each, while the Nifty IT index was down by 1.53 per cent.  
 

5) On Monday, FIIs sold equities worth Rs. 1,853.46 Crore. On the other hand, DIIs bought equities worth         
Rs. 1,951.10 Crore. In the month of April 2022, FIIs sold equities worth Rs. 40,652.71 Crore. On the other hand, 
DIIs bought equities worth Rs. 29,869.52 Crore.  
  

Sectors and stocks 
 

1) Shares of Tata Chemicals ended up by 9.88 percent to Rs. 1,033  after hitting an intraday high of Rs. 1,048 on 
the BSE  after the Company reported good YoY performance in profitability. The Company's consolidated profit after 
tax (PAT) stood at Rs. 470 crore in March quarter, against Rs 29 crore in the corresponding quarter of last year. The 
stock of Tata Group commodity chemicals company had hit a 52-week high of Rs 1,158 crore on October 18, 2021. 
Tata Chemicals witnessed Consolidated revenue witnessed  growth of 32 per cent year  on YoY basis  to touch         
Rs. 3,480.7 crore.  The operating performance reflects higher volumes, realisations, and favorable market condi-
tions. These results have been achieved in the context of a challenging input cost & energy environment.  
 

2) Commenting on the results, Mr. R. Mukundan, Managing Director & CEO, Tata Chemicals Ltd., said, “While the 
global demand environment continues to be positive across our products and their applications, the supply side en-
vironment especially energy and input costs remain at elevated levels along with logistic challenges that continue to 
be seen in the market. The team has responded well to ensure customers are served with agility. The focus has 
been to ensure sustained and consistent volume deliveries to customers. We continue our long-term focus on   ex-
cellence by leveraging digitalization and sustainability. In addition to operational excellence, we continue to focus on 
executing the Phase I growth capex in India. The company has further planned for Phase II capacity expansion of 
soda ash (~ 300 kt) and bicarb (70 kt) and specialty silica capacity by 50kt for a capex outlay of ~ Rs. 2,000 Cr in 
India.” A part of the US$ 100+ billion Tata Group, Tata Chemicals Limited, is a leading supplier of choice to glass, 
detergent, industrial and chemical sectors. The company has a strong position in the crop   protection business 
through its subsidiary company Rallis India Ltd. Tata Chemicals has world-class R&D facilities in Pune and Banga-
lore. 
 

3) Shares of Amber Enterprises hit a record high of Rs 4,025.95 and finally ended the day up by 5.55 percent at Rs. 
3,915.50 on the BSE on expectation of strong room air conditioner (AC) volumes with the onset of summer and heat 
waves across various parts of the country. Amber Enterprises is a market leader in domestic room air conditioner 
(RAC) industry and air conditioning industry for mobility applications such as railways, metros, buses etc. In Q3F22, 

Index Today's Close Prev. clos Change % change Open High  Low 
        
Sensex 56,975.99 57,060.87 84.88 0.15 56,429.45 57,054.23 56,412.62 

        
Nifty 17,069.10 17,102.55 33.45 0.20 16,924.45 17,092.25 16,917.25 
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the company had reported a better-than-expected operational performance as revenue, Earnings before interest tax 
and depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) and profit after tax (PAT) surpassed the pre-pandemic level. 
 

4) Shares of Wipro ended the day falling by 2.71 per cent to Rs. 495 after touching an intra-day high of Rs 519 on the 
BSE, in Monday's intra-day trade after it reported margin performance below street expectations in Q4FY22. In the 
past one month, the stock has declined by around 18 per cent as compared to 4 per cent decline in the S&P BSE 
Sensex.  
 

Key recent major developments.. 
   

1) Goods and services tax (GST) collection touched an all-time high of Rs 1.68 trillion in April. This is the first time the 
collection has crossed Rs 1.5 trillion mark. The previous high was recorded in March at over Rs. 1.42 trillion. “The 
gross GST collection in April 2022 is  Rs. 25,000 Crore more than the next highest collection last month, the finance 
ministry said on Sunday while releasing the monthly collection data. “The robust mop-up could be attributed to im-
provement in the compliance   behaviour, which has been a result of various measures taken by the tax administra-
tion to nudge taxpayers to file returns timely, to making compliance easier and smoother, and strict enforcement 
action taken against errant  taxpayers identified based on data analytics and artificial intelligence, the ministry said. 
This is the 10th month in a row that the GST revenues crossed Rs.1 lakh Crore mark. 
 

2) India’s net direct tax collections (income tax and corporate tax) touched an all-time high of Rs. 14.09 lakh Crore in 
2021-22, growing by 49.02% over the previous fiscal, indicating bouncing back of the economy after the Covid pan-
demic, chairman of the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT), JB Mohapatra said on Tuesday. The net direct tax col-
lection (after taking I-T refunds into account) was 2.5 lakh Crore more than the Rs. 11.37 lakh Crore achieved in 
2018-19, the highest till the 2021-22 figures surpassed it, Mohapatra said on Tuesday. The gross direct tax collec-
tions for 2021-22 also touched an all-time high of Rs. 16.34 lakh Crore, showing a growth of over 32.75% over the 
previous fiscal. “The record tax collection shows the strengthening of Indian economy after the pandemic. This 
shows the economy has bounced back,” said   Mohapatra, adding that a new Annual Information System that con-
tains details of all the financial transactions undertaken during a financial year helped the tax authorities shore up 
the collection. 
 

3) Globally, last week on Wednesday, the dollar hit a five-year high on Wednesday before the Federal Reserve next 
week is expected to hike rates, while the euro weakened on growth concerns after Russia cut off gas supplies to two 
eastern European     nations. The dollar has gained on expectations that the U.S. central bank will be more hawkish 
than peers. The Fed is expected to increase rates by 50 basis points at its May 3-4 meeting, as well as in June and 
July. The greenback has also benefited from global growth concerns as Europe struggles with the fallout from Rus-
sia’s invasion of Ukraine and China imposes lockdowns in a bid to stem the spread of COVID-19. Russia halted gas 
supplies to    Bulgaria and Poland on Wednesday for rejecting its demand for payment in roubles, taking direct aim 
at European economies in a move that also exposed confusion in the European Union on how to respond to Mos-
cow's invasion of Ukraine. (Reuters) 
 

4) Earlier, Federal Reserve Chairman suggested that US Fed could raise interest rates by 50 bps points at their meet-
ing early next month and begin reducing their USS$9 trillion asset portfolio. 
 

5) Globally, in a key development, G7 finance ministers said they have provided and pledged together with         
international community additional support to Ukraine exceeding $24 billion for 2022 and beyond, adding that they 
were prepared to do more as needed. In a statement, the ministers said they regretted Russia's participation in         
international forums, including G20, International Monetary Fund and World Bank meetings this week."International 
organisations and multilateral fora should no longer conduct their activities with Russia in a business-as-usual man-
ner," the ministers said. (Reuters) 
 

6) Earlier, US inflation jumped at its fastest pace in more than 40 years, with costs for food,  gasoline, housing and 
other necessities squeezing American consumers and wiping out the pay raises that many people have  received.  
The Labour Department said on Tuesday that its consumer price index jumped 8.5 per cent in March from 12 
months earlier the biggest year-over-year increase since December 1981. Prices have been driven up by         
bottlenecked supply chains, robust consumer demand and disruptions to global food and energy markets worsened 
by Russia's war against Ukraine. The government's report also showed that inflation rose 1.2 per cent from Febru-
ary to March, up from a 0.8 per cent increase from January to February. The March inflation numbers were the first 
to capture the full surge in gasoline prices that followed Russia's invasion of Ukraine on February 24. 

           
 
 



 

 

 
 

 

Ajcon Global’s observations and view.. 

1) Indian benchmark indices ended in red  with pressure mainly in IT stocks. The markets are expected to remain         
volatile considering the upcoming US Fed meet (talks of rate hikes has already dampened sentiments), headwinds 
like weak global demand outlook led by hawkish stance of global central banks, intensification of war between 
Ukraine and Russia, rising crude oil prices, increasing COVID-19 cases in China and subsequent lockdown in various 
parts of China affecting demand, concerns of high inflation across the globe, rising bond yields globally and rupee 
depreciation. However, domestically, robust GST Collections and Direct Tax collections depict strong revival in In-
dian economy which will keep bulls in picture. 
 

2) Domestically, going forward, all eyes would be on Monthly Auto Sales numbers, Manufacturing PMI data, Services & 
Composite PMI data.  Investors will continue to track Q4FY22 earnings   season which has been mixed so far (street 
participants will focus on management commentary with regards to demand outlook, how companies are dealing 
with input cost pressures and supply chain disruptions which will drive market direction).  
  

3) There is a strong line up of IPOs and focus would be on LIC IPO in the coming week considering its scale.         
We suggest investors to be careful with IPOs that are look expensive and understand the fundamentals based on 
risk reward profile before taking a decision to invest. No doubt, IPOs of sectors in limelight like E-Commerce, Insur-
ance, companies engaged in Digital space, Speciality chemicals, Companies business model suited to new age, 
companies having business model which caters to the demands of Electric Vehicles would always gain maximum at-
tention. However, investors need to be careful with expensive IPOs whose valuations are beyond logic. The carnage 
witnessed in some of the recently listed companies makes a case for investors to be more cautious. 
 

4) Before the significant correction led by war between Russia and Ukraine in Ukraine, the domestic sentiments were 
upbeat as in third wave of COVID-19 led by Omicron variant did not have a major impact on the economy, growth-
oriented Union Budget presented by the Finance Minister (we believe the Budget is growth oriented with significant 
focus on capex -  emphasis is laid on Agriculture, MSMEs, Housing, Digital ecosystem, Defence, Electric Vehicles and 
Solar Power). In addition, factors like good growth in merchandise exports, RBI's dovish stance in its Monetary Poli-
cy, good GDP data, robust GST collections, PLI incentives in various sectors, strong vaccination drive, faster than 
expected economic recovery in Unlock phase, strong Q3FY22 earnings season and management commentary and 
good spike in retail participation from Tier II and Tier III cities have supported the bulls.  
 

5) It is advisable for investors to look out for stock specific opportunities considering growth outlook and management 
pedigree amidst the ongoing  crisis. History has proved that after any crisis, equities recover strongly and give stel-
lar returns. We recommend investors for the near term to Buy quality names on dips and sell on rise considering the   
volatility in the market in the near term.   
 

6) It would be advisable to avoid companies having exposure to Russia, Ukraine and Eastern European countries for 
the time being. Additionally, companies dependent on crude oil and crude oil derivatives will face margin pressure. 
Supply chain disruptions would also pose a challenge for companies and hence investors need to careful in selection 
of stocks.  
 

7) Always remember, steep corrections and crash in a structural bull market will keep markets healthy. Structurally, 
Indian economy is poised to do well after major reforms like thrust on digital economy after demonetisation, imple-
mentation of GST, RERA, Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, reforms in power sector, one of its kind Union Budget 
announced last year which focused on investment led spending to drive growth with impetus on Privatisation, thrust 
on Aatmanirbhar Bharat resulting into Production Linked Incentive (PLI) schemes for various sectors, reforms in         
Direct Taxes, thrust on renewables sector, Ethanol blending, scrapping policy etc.  
 
  
 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 

 

Disclaimer 
 
Ajcon Global Services Limited is a fully integrated investment banking, merchant banking, corporate advisory, stock 
broking, commodity and currency broking. Ajcon Global Services Limited research analysts responsible for the preparation 
of the research report may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for gathering, applying 
and interpreting information.  

Ajcon Global Services Limited is a SEBI registered Research Analyst entity bearing registration Number INH000001170 
under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014.  

Individuals employed as research analyst by Ajcon Global Services Limited or their associates are not allowed to deal or 
trade in securities that the research analyst recommends within thirty days before and within five days after the publication 
of a research report as prescribed under SEBI Research Analyst Regulations.  

Subject to the restrictions mentioned in above paragraph, We and our affliates, officers, directors, employees and their 
relative may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions acting as a principal in, and buy or sell the securities or 
derivatives thereof, of Company mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and 
earn brokerage.  

Ajcon Global Services Limited or its associates may have commercial transactions with the Company mentioned in the 
research report with respect to advisory services.  

The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Ajcon Global Services Limited and are subject to change 
without any notice. The report and information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected 
recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person 
or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of Ajcon Global Services Limited While we would 
endeavour to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, Ajcon Global Services Limited is under no obligation to 
update or keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent Ajcon 
Global Services Limited from doing so. This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources 
believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This 
report and information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document 
or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. Though disseminated to all the 
customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. Ajcon Global Services Limited will 
not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, 
accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific 
circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, who 
must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of 
specific recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The 
recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks. The value and return on investment may vary because of 
changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. Ajcon Global Services Limited accepts no liabilities 
whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this report. Past performance is not necessarily a 
guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated 
before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-
looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Ajcon Global Services Limited or its 
associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been 
mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months. 

Ajcon Global Services Limited encourages independence in research report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in 
preparation of research report. Ajcon Global Services Limited or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other 
benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in connection with preparation of the research report. 
Accordingly, neither Ajcon Global Services Limited nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of interest at the time of 
publication of this report.  
 
It is confirmed that Akash Jain – MBA (Financial Markets) or any other Research Analysts of this report has not received any 
compensation from the company mentioned in the report in the preceding twelve months. Compensation of our Research 
Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions.  
 
Ajcon Global Services Limited or its subsidiaries collectively or Directors including their relatives, Research Analysts, do not 
own 1% or more of the equity securities of the Company mentioned in the report as of the last day of the month preceding 
the publication of the research report.  
 



 

 

 
 

 

It is confirmed that Akash Jain – MBA (Financial Markets) research analyst or any other Research Analysts of Ajcon Global 
do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the report.  
 
Ajcon Global Services Limited may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from 
the information presented in this report.  
 
Neither the Research Analysts nor Ajcon Global Services Limited have been engaged in market making activity for the 
companies mentioned in the report.  

We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on Ajcon Global Services Limited by any Regulatory Authority 
impacting Equity Research Analysis activities. 

Analyst Certification 

I, Akash Jain MBA (Financial Markets), research analyst, author and the names subscribed to this report, hereby certify that 
all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or securities. I also 
certify that no part of compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or 
view (s) in this report.  
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